
Seven Steps to  
the Perfect Talk
We’ve been going to a lot of conference  
events recently. And we’ve seen a ton of 
interesting talks and workshops.

And then a ton which…weren’t so interesting.
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Open with an anecdote
How many talks start with “the world is changing” or 
“technology is more complex than ever before”? Too many.

So instead of starting with a baseless big statement, start with 
a story that proves that statement – and humanizes it.

Tell your audience  
something new  
about the world
If you’re doing a talk, it means you’ve got something  
to say (hopefully).

So now’s the time to make that big statement. 

Raise the stakes
You’ve drawn them in with a story, and you’ve captured 
their imagination with a big claim.

But unless you show there are winners and losers, there’s 
no reason to care.

If you’re talking about the ‘as-a-service’ trend, you can 
present the businesses who’ve thrived on the new model – 
and those that have fallen behind the curve.

Hit ‘em with the stats
Big stats should do one of two things:

a) Prove something others say, but never substantiate  
e.g. “87% of millennial B2B buyers say brand purpose matters 
when they purchase a service”

b) Debunk a myth 

e.g. “87% of millennials couldn’t care less about brand purpose”

These numbers should back up your Big Claim, and start  
to point at solutions.

Illustrate with examples
Truth be told, there aren’t tons of new things you can tell an 
audience – especially when you’re all in the same industry.

But if you can search far and wide, and gather a set of 
marketing examples that illustrate best (or worst) practice – 
and show them something they haven’t seen – then you’ve 
added value.

Give them something usable
So you’ve already done two great things. You’ve shown your 
audience something that’s true, and something that matters.

But this is where so many talks fall down – how are you going  
to help them deal with it?

It could be a framework, a tool you sell, a set of rules to follow – 
or just an email they can send to their boss. Just make sure it’s  
an actual recommendation.

And that it actually works.

End with the soundbite
Everyone who’s been to a conference knows how hard  
it is to answer the dreaded question:

“So what was that talk about?”

End with a succinct statement that sums up your take  
on where the world is, and how your idea takes them  
to the promised land.

They’ll be taking pictures and sharing like crazy – if they 
can stop clapping.

So based on what we heard from fellow 
conference-goers, and what we know from our 
own expertise telling stories for B2B brands, we’ve 
put together the structure for the ‘Perfect Talk’.

Something you can use to make sure your  
next presentation is the only one your  
audience remembers.


